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RICHMOND WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTRE
Mission Statement
To provide a supportive environment in which all women are supported
and encouraged to achieve their fullest potential.
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Annual General Meeting Report
Richmond Women’s Resource Centre
Richmond Caring Place
#110 – 7000 Minoru Blvd
Richmond, BC V6Y 3Z5
Telephone: 604 279 7060
Email: office.rwrc@shawcable.com
Website: www.richmondwomenscentre.bc.ca
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AGM AGENDA
Annual General Meeting 2015-2016
May 30, 2016
Room 340 – 7000 Minoru Blvd,
Richmond, BC
! Welcome & Introductions
! Approval of 2015 AGM Minutes
! Approval of 2016 Agenda
! President’s Report
! Treasurer’s Report
! Executive Director’s Report
! The Launching of RWRC Website
! Program Highlights
! Other Business
o

Future plans/vision (Gathering on June 18, 2016)

o

Request for support

! Existing Board to stand down
! Election of new Board
o

Present slate for new Board

o

Other nominations

! Recognition of Volunteers
!

Closing Remarks/Special Thanks

!

Adjournment
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AGM MINUTES
Annual General Meeting 2014-2015
May 28, 2015
Room 340 – 7000 Minoru Blvd,
Richmond, BC
1. Welcome & Introductions
• Welcomed special guests, Board Members, and staff (50 people attended)
• Bill McNulty presented RWRC with a $100 donation
2. Approval of 2014 AGM Minutes M/S/C
3. Approval of 2015 AGM Agenda M/S/C
4. President’s Report
• Acting President, Mary Scott, summarized the past year, noting challenges faced by the centre,
advising what the board has done (ie: summer closure, etc.)
5. Treasurer’s Report
• Acting Treasurer, Shireen Gregorius, summarized the centre’s financial situation.
6. Executive Director’s Report
• Executive Director, Florence Yau, summarized the centre’s activities/programs.
• Program Facilitators provided a short report about each program.
7. Other Business
• Acting President, Mary Scott, provided an overview of future plans for the centre and invited
volunteers to attend the fundraising meeting at the end of June 2015.
8. Existing Board to Stand Down – done
9. Election of New Board
• The following members were elected to the board – Chris McDowell, Iveta Williams, Mary Scott,
Marielle Demorest, Shireen Gregorious will stay on plus 3 new board members: Tammi Belfer,
Terra Yang and Ruth Bianca Subion.
• The following member have resigned from the board - Colleen Glynn, Gemma Hui, Judy Chu,
Xinya Wang, Elaine Lin (resigned in Feb.) and Janice Wong, from Richmond Youth Now
leadership program, has confirmed that she will not join the new board.
10. Recognition of Volunteers
• Volunteers were recognized and given Certificates of Appreciation.
11. Closing Remarks/Thanks
12. Adjournment
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Thank you all for coming to the Richmond Women's Resource Centre's AGM
and Volunteer Appreciation evening. I would like to give a special welcome to
our volunteers and special guests. Mayor Malcolm Brody came tonight to bring
us greetings from the City. His Worship and his wife have attended several of this
year’s functions. Thank you.
I am now going to introduce the Board of Directors to you so that you can
acknowledge them. I am Mary Scott the President, Iveta Williams is the
Secretary, Shireen Gregorius, is the Treasurer, Chris McDowell is our
representative from ROSE. Marielle Demorest, Tammi Belfer and Bea Subion are
members at large. Melissa Koay and Tina Deng are board members from
Leadership Richmond's Youth Now program. Please stand to be recognized. This year your Board contributed
over 900 hours of volunteer work to the Centre.
I now will turn to the two women at the heart of RWRC. Florence Yau, our Executive Director and May Wang,
our Administrative Assistant. These two women are the faces that you see on a daily basis and are responsible
for the Centre's day to day operations. Please give them a well deserved hand.
Last year when I gave my address at the AGM the Centre was facing financial uncertainty. The Board made the
difficult decision to close the Centre for two months of the summer to save money. This year we are in a
somewhat better position financially. It does not mean that our troubles are over but the wolf is no longer at the
front door.
This change came about due to several factors. We started a crowdfunding campaign last summer. Florence
applied for and obtained more grants to increase funding for the Centre. There were large donations from the
Mandarin Lions Club for $3500.00 and the Richmond Firefighters for $1286.00 to name two. Finally, the Board
sponsored three fundraisers, namely The British Invasion at the Buck and Ear Pub in Steveston, Steveston
Seafood House Brunch at the Steveston Seafood House and the 40th Anniversary and International Women's
Day Celebration Dim Sum and Auction held at the Richmond’s Continental Seafood Restaurant. The latter was
the largest and most successful event that the Board had ever attempted.
All these events required community involvement and volunteer support. RWRC was most fortunate in having
both. I want to specially thank The Beat Merchant, Frankie Neilson, The Buck and Ear pub's Eugene Mow and
Shane Dugan, of Steveston Seafood Restaurant all of whom were instrumental in the success of these events.
Finally a great big thank you goes to MLA Linda Reid who believed that we were capable of a putting on a large
event. Her guidance and support were instrumental to the success of our IWD and 40th Anniversary celebration.
Although these efforts have raised money RWRC will close for the summer months again this year. We have
squeaked by financially for several years and now with only a slim financial cushion the Board felt that it is
prudent to do this to enable the RWRC to continue to deliver our many programs the remainder of the year.
Shireen will be presenting the Treasurers report.
A small amount went into the Endowment fund. This is the fund that we want to grow to secure our financial
future.
You are by now aware that the main focus of this year's Board has been getting our financial house in order. Of
course we must remain fiscally responsible but we also need to pay attention to women’s issues. If the financial
3!
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need is taken care of we can then concentrate on hosting presentations, panel discussions and the like on
women's issues. There is no lack of topics in this area.
I do want you to be aware that the RWRC has a new website. Thanks to the hard work of Clare Yow who spent
many hours designing it. Thanks also to Remember Our Sisters Everywhere who financed the project and to
Chris McDowell who had the vision to launch it. Tonight we are celebrating the websites new look. Please join
us later on when we will be showing it.!
RWRC has many wonderful programs. Florence will be talking to you about them in her report and some of the
program facilitators will tell you about the program that they lead.
Before concluding, I would like to mention the direction that the RWRC is heading and what is needed to get
there. Today's world of charity funding is increasingly competitive. There is a great need for competence in
grant writing. In this regard Florence has just attended a seminar on this topic.
Social media savvy and branding are two powerful strategies that RWRC is just now scratching the surface of.
RWRC needs to get on board otherwise it will be left behind. We need to be out there!
Later this year the New Societies Act will come into effect and the impact of this is not entirely understood at
this point. Florence will be attending a seminar on it later this month.
We have had a strong Board but as with any organization change is the common factor. A challenge this year for
the Board is to find board members. Perhaps there are some here tonight who feel that they could help out.
Please speak to a Board member if you are interested.
Several members are unable to serve next year including myself. Many of you are aware that I now live in
Victoria and the commute for events and meetings is not tenable. It has been a privilege to be on the Board of
Directors for the past 7 years and I will miss you. Again I want to thank the Board members and Florence for
their support.
Respectfully submitted,

Mary Scott
President
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
The Richmond Women’s Resource Centre continues to serve the community by
delivering programs and services that provide information and referral support,
encouragement, education, and training so that women are better equipped to make
decisions in their own lives. We are dedicated to carrying out our mission: to
provide a supportive environment in which all women are encouraged to achieve
their fullest potential. Our Statistics demonstrate a total of 7,459 uses of our services and programs between
April 2015 to March 2016, including email inquiries, phone calls, drops-ins and program participation.
We would like to take the opportunity to express our appreciation to continued financial support from our core
funders: the Province of British Columbia, City of Richmond, Richmond Literacy, the Health Sciences
Association and Vancity, without whom the programs would have been impossible. We would also like to say
thank-you to our members, donors and community partners whose supports are crucial to enabling us to help
and support Richmond women through the following programs: English Conversation and English Writing ,
Computer Training, Information and Referral, French Speaking Women’s Support Group, Grandmother’s
Support Group, Single Mother’s Support group, Hot Ink Creative Writing for Teens, Community Volunteer
Income Tax, Peer Support, Canadian Work Experience Program, Richmond Shares, ROSE, Book Club and
Movie Night.
This past year, as always, has been a busy one. We would like to thank our members and supporters for their
active participation and involvement in many of our activities and celebrations, including workshops, potlucks,
movie screenings, December candle light vigil, and Christmas party. Most importantly, we held a series of
fundraising events which have proven successful both in improving our financial situation and in raising our
profile. These events include our 40th anniversary celebration and International Women’s Day fundraiser,
Crowdfunding, British Invasion Sing-along, Steveston Brunch and the letter mail out campaign. The
enthusiastic response from our members and the community will go a long way in encouraging us to continue to
do our best to provide services and support to women in our community.
A big thank you to our hard-working Board members, our Administrative Assistant May Wang, our program
facilitators and all our volunteers whose endeavor and efforts help make the delivery of our programs and
services possible! We highly value the talent and commitment from our dedicated staff, facilitators and 34
amazing volunteers who contributed over 2310 volunteer hours in total in the past year! Thank you for helping
to build the work at the Centre, to serve and support women in our community! We are grateful for the
resources we have and we are confident that together we will continue to make a difference in the lives of
women!

Respectfully submitted,
Florence Yau
Executive Director
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Every year the current Board of Directors “stands down” at the Annual General Meeting, and a new Board is
voted into position by the membership of the Richmond Women’s Resource Centre.

STAND DOWN OF 2015-2016 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mary Scott
Marielle Demorest
Chris McDowell
Iveta Williams
Shireen Grégorious
Tammi Belfer
Bea Subion
Tina Deng (Youth Now)
Melissa Koay (Youth Now)

2016-2017 BOARD OF DIRECTOR NOMINEES
Marielle Demorest
Iveta Williams
Shireen Grégorious
Tammie Belfer
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STORIES FROM OUR VOLUNTEERS
Flora Lin (Work Ready Program Participant 2016):
As a newcomer, I was very grateful to start my new life here at RWRC just after my landing. I met numbers of
new friends here, and have attended a series of useful workshops to help me get ready for my future work and
life. The Work Ready Program was indeed a very practical and functional program for the people who are
looking for a job. I learned the differences between Chinese and Canadian interview and resume style, and
completed a resume I have never done before with the help from Ms. Debra. I got useful interview and
communication skills from the program and got familiar with the local culture. I also got a lot of updated
information from the Centre on opening opportunities and other interesting workshops, such as Self -Defense
and Cooking Workshop.
Please allow me to express my gratitude to the ladies working at RWRC. The Facilitator, Ms. Sarah Ross, made
every effort to have the classes well prepared and showed her responsibility; and Ms. Laurie McEwan, who is
strict although, was very nice and always ready to answer our questions. Ms. May Wang, as the Administrative
Assistant, helped me a lot on the office work when volunteering, and her professional dedication inspired me.
Ms. Florence Yau, well, as I know she has been very busy every day but still finds time to talk to the Work
Ready girls and encourage us.
The RWRC, for me, is like a window, where I can explore the country I am going to stay with. You showed me
the kindness and generousness of the country and the people. I think I will take it precious and keep a close
relation to it. If possible, I hope I can work together with you some day. ^_^

FLORA!(FRONT!ROW!ON!THE!LEFT)!CELEBRATING!GRADUATION!FROM!THE!WORK!READY!PROGRAM!WITH!HER!
CLASSMATES
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Jake Cathleen Yu (Work Ready Program participant in 2015):
I came from the Philippines and I together with my son migrated here in Canada last March 15, 2015. Being a
new immigrant in a foreign country is hard for people like me, because our degrees and experiences in our home
country are not recognized here in Canada. You have to do a lot of studying and volunteering in order to get the
kind of job that you want.
Last July 2015 I started volunteering at RMCS as front desk support. One day I came in early for the shift, so I
went to the bulletin board to read the activities offered by the other organizations housed at the Caring Place.
There was a posting about the Work Ready Program, as soon as I arrived home I emailed May and I got a
response the next day. I went to the Women’s Centre to fill out the application form. After a few weeks Sarah
called me and asked if I can meet her for an interview. The interview went well and I was very glad that I got a
spot for the Work Ready Program. The program started last September 2015. I learned a lot about Business
English rules and usage, computer programs from the Microsoft Office, Job Search Skills and Practicum in an
office setting.
What makes the program more effective is that the people behind it compiled their teachings and experiences
and shared it to all the participants. I can attest that the program is really effective because a month after the
program started I tried to apply for a part time sales associate job at Forever 21, luckily I got the job. After a
week of being hired at Forever 21, I tried to apply for a part time administrative assistant job at modGSI and
surprisingly I also got this second job. Now, I have two jobs and I have RWRC to thank for all the training and
hard work that they imparted to me.
The Work Ready Program, in my opinion, should be continued for many more years because the program has a
great mission in helping immigrant women in achieving their goals. In that way, the program also helps the
individual in providing for herself and for her family.
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ANNUAL REPORTS FROM PROGRAM FACILITATORS
Grandmothers’-Support-GroupIn the past year, the activities in Grandmothers’ Support Group included:

Program Statistics:

" RAG Tour and group discussion
We visited two modern art exhibitions called
“Richmond/Kowloon” and “The Mad Alchemist” held in
Richmond Art Gallery. Grandmothers enjoyed the tour especially
post-tour discussion .They shared their experiences and feelings
about the exhibition during the discussion.
" Celebration parties
We held two potluck parties: Mid-term party and the Chinese New Year
party. Grandmothers shared traditional Chinese food, sang and danced
during the parties.

Program Attendance
248
Sessions per month
2
Facilitator
Patricia Wang
!

" Healthy Food & Cooking Workshops
Health, nutrition, food & cooking are the popular topics among the grandmothers. We held two workshops
about these themes: two of our grandmothers, Margaret and Doctor Gao shared their experience on how to
eat healthily. The grandmothers benefit from these workshops.
" Learning English
We had one session of English study during the past year. They love to learn and practice their English as a
second language in order to better participate and be involved in the community.
" Older Women’s Dialogue Project (OWDP)
We had another four sessions of OWDP. All the grandmothers are actively involved in the project and quite
co-operative during the meeting.
" Other Workshops
We had a “Better live at home” work shop presented by Eric and Alex, and a “Skin Care” workshop
presented by Salina and Queenie. All the grandmothers enjoyed the workshops.
" Besides we had four sessions of group conversation and singing song.
In Summary, during the past year we
held seventeen group meetings for the
grandmothers. The grandmothers love all
the activities and services we provided to
them, and actively participate and
support all the activities.
Patricia Wang
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Basic-English-Conversation
In an age of evolving communication we must be open to change. With change
comes growth. A collaborative effort to flow and grow with change
strengthens our goal to connect with each other. When participants learn
the 'answers' for themselves the look of satisfaction says it all. When we
learn English by our own research and discovery we remember it, we
increase it, we gain confidence.
RWRC keeps us going. Without the experience and commitment
Florence, May, and staff who work so hard, we would not exist. Each
member of English Communication beams with pride to be part of the
vibrant RWRC community. Government interaction combined with
dedication to Women requires a lot of overtime work we don't see.

Program Statistics:
Program Attendance
808
Sessions per month
4
Facilitator
Carol Brindle
Volunteer Facilitators
Jacquie Siemens
Winnie Kwok
Flora Lin

Every Monday provides a different topic chosen by learners. Sometimes the topics are
sensitive. Immigration, Loss of loved ones, and Discrimination are just a few of the delicate points addressed.
Topics can also be funny. Humor is a great teaching tool. Imagine living in a 'Tiny Home', remembering
childhood 'Nursery Rhymes', or Understanding 'Idioms' that are just plain silly and make no sense. Discussions
have included our Canadian Government with political views that can be articulated without judgement and an
opportunity to be actively involved in a process which in turn affords deeper learning.
Our classroom 'textbook', the WCR newspaper, is an excellent vehicle that provides current events and
complements our collective intelligence. I can appreciate how frustrating ESL classes can repeatedly practice
such routine topics as Common Greetings, Buying Groceries, Things I Like to do, and Favourite Sports.
Current events such as Elections, BC TransLink, Homelessness, The Nobel Prize and many more, are
opportunities to express, practice and expand English language skills.
Members of the English Conversation Group have made excellent progress in speaking and comfortably
expressing opinions and feelings. Communication progress is a solid stepping stone to a united Canada.
Carol Brindle

10!
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Basic-English-WritingPaper and pens, or keyboard and screen, terminology aside 'writing' is still vast.
Basic writing skills include letters, grammar, formal or casual English,
creativity, structure, forms. The list can be endless. To meet, improve
and learn, new and required writing abilities we are best to focus simply
on Basic Writing Skills. These skills can also be referred to as
'practical writing', 'day-to-day' writing such as Emails, communication
with children's teachers, or filling out government forms.
Time, resources, and level of learning, challenge the effectiveness of
'one lesson suits all'. Homework assignments would be ideal for
measuring the group's progress. The members of the Basic Writing
Skills group have a variety of learning styles and levels. Providing
members with feedback has been demanding. Necessity has truly been the
mother of invention. Homework assignments, complete with answers, (rather
than comparing answers and deciding right and wrong), has proven to enhance
writing (composition) techniques.

Program Statistics:
Program Attendance
445
Sessions per month
4
Facilitator
Carol Brindle

Two hours per week is what we diligently work with. Consistent, weekly attendance is vital. We have reached
the importance of sentence structure and practicing paragraphs, and editing, including spelling. Various daily
situations, such as, creating and declining invitations, requests for information, thanking someone, and many
more functional writing needs we require. Our goal is to write a collective letter to The West Coast Reader
newspaper to share our 'Basic Writing' experience and methods with others, which in turn will expand our
resources.
Carol Brindle
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Computer-TrainingComputer Training program offers Office 2010 training in Excel and Word
and Internet – email, helpful search tips for everyday needs. It also
provides training for Work Ready program participants.
Every month files left on the computers are removed. All software
is updated so we stay current as well. By keeping the computers
clear of files we can insure our computers remain relatively fast
and not get bogged down. That way too, students always have
their files on their flash drives. We installed a newer version of
Professor Teaches. We now use Professor Teaches Office 2010.
Some computers have headphones plugged in so students can listen to
files on the internet such as Youtube. Mavis Beacon is also used in the lab
for practicing typing skills.

Program Statistics:
Program Attendance
314
Sessions per month
4
Facilitator
Laurie McEwan

!

We get a lot of compliments on our tutorials that we use from our Work Ready students. The tutorials, with
skill consolidation exercises, are designed to teach Word (including mail merge), Excel (including formulas,
graphing, charting and Lookup Tables), and time permitting, PowerPoint. The tutorials also include a lesson on
the Office drawing tools.
Laurie McEwan
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Richmond-SharesMISSION: Richmond Shares is dedicated to serving low income families
in Richmond.
This year, Richmond Shares had a total of 275 matches of donated
items. Donation inquiries increased, however, many donors were not
able to keep their items too long, usually in one or two weeks,
everything must be gone! This made the chances of matching a
challenge. Throughout the year, I became the "one man's band"
working for the program, feeling a little bit lonely, but from time to time
May had been a very good help. Volunteers welcome!

Program Statistics:
Program Attendance
565
Program Facilitator
Portia Kwok
Transport Volunteer
Wallace Leung

)

!

I’d like to share some stories that really touched my heart:
Story One:
Richmond Shares helped single mom who has a girl with disability by donating a rocking chair and a cute teddy
bear to the girl. The girl is thrilled to be able to sit in the rocking chair with the teddy bear in her arms. The
mom sent me a thank-you letter filled with gratitude:

“Dear Richmond Shares, the arrival of the beautiful rocking chair was like a dream. Kindness!!! So
rare in the world today! The owner delivered it himself and even relayed its history. It is a showcase
piece! I went many years with no living room furniture at all. So it’s a real treasure! Thank you!”
Story Two:
A lady immigrated to Canada two years ago by herself, left behind the husband and 5 years old daughter. She
has no job because of zero local work experience. Therefore, she is taking accounting classes. Last September,
her husband and daughter finally came to Canada, and they all moved to Richmond.
She first contacted me because she needed some winter clothes for her seven-year old girl and her husband
because they had no warm clothing for the approaching winter. When her husband came to our office to pick up
some clothes, he told me they were living in an apartment with minimum necessity: no furniture, no cooking
utensils, no TV etc. At that moment, I asked if he needed anything else other than clothes, he replied humbly,
"Right now all I need is a job to raise the family." I don't know how to help him look for a job, but I did my best
to furnish their home with some household items, living room and bedroom furniture, and also some toys for the
little girl. They are so grateful with what they got through Richmond Shares. I am still looking for a bicycle for
the girl because with that she can enjoy more outdoor in the summer.
Story Three:
In January, I had a request from Sandra Cameron, a volunteer with St. Joseph the Worker Parish, Richmond.
Her church group was looking for furniture to furnish an apartment for a Syrian Refugee family of five people.
The church group had only one short month to find a home and furniture to help settle this family. I managed to
find her some living room and bedroom furniture from different donors through our web site. In less than two
weeks, she was able to furnish the whole apartment, and I was told that the new family was so grateful and felt
so welcomed. Sandra later on sent me an update about the refugee family that five of them were settled and all
went to schools.
13!
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This was the first time for me to be involved in helping out a refugee family. Through Richmond Shares, we
come together with community members as we open our hearts to welcome refugees to their new home. I really
feel Richmond Shares makes a difference in their lives and future!
Portia Kwok

A"BEAUTIFUL"REFUGEE"HOME"ALL"FURNISHED"WITH"DONATED"ITEMS"FROM"RICHMOND"
SHARES

14!
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Hot-Ink-Creative-Writing-for-TeensThis year, Hot Ink was moved to Caring Place and held in the meeting rooms upstairs.
We had a relatively small group of seven girls in grades 8 – 12 that attended in a
rotation when their busy school schedules allowed it. Two of our regular
attendees from previous years came back to continue with the program,
Program)Statistics:)
which was wonderful because they were able to provide some
)
mentorship for the younger girls.
Program)Attendance)
72)
At the beginning of the year, promotion was undertaken through the
Sessions)per)month))
community tables at the Richmond Public Library, and by going into
4)
classrooms and speaking to teachers and students directly.
Facilitator)
This year we tried a lot of new exercises in Hot Ink. We experimented
Caroline)Dyck)
with subtractive art - in this case blackout poetry, in which the girls took
!
markers to newspapers and “subtracted” large chunks of text to create their
own poems.
We looked at writing for television and created our own over the top reality series’ and synopsis. We tried to
work on our own novels during NaNoWriMo (although none of the girls managed to finish theirs).
We had a wonderful magic show at our Christmas party and talked about misdirecting an audience with your
writing. I was able to perform illusions for the girls throughout the year that reinforced the materials we
discussed in class. They tell me they really enjoy this aspect of the class this year.
We also practiced writing in different restrictive forms, such as writing short stories where each sentence started
with the next letter of the alphabet. The results have been amazing. I feel truly blessed to be working with this
extremely talented group of young women.
Care Dyck

15!
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Canadian-Work-Experience-Program-for-Immigrant-WomenThe Work Ready Program has now been in existence since September 2008,
and is continuing to grow in popularity as an increasingly larger number of
women have participated in the Program, and have recommended it to
their friends.
At the end of June 2016, we will have completed 25 sessions. Over
the past eight years, the level of education and experience of our
participants has continuously risen, and consequently more women
are finding suitable employment or going on to further education
after finishing the Program.
Most of our participants complete thirty (30) hours of volunteer work
in our office, while others volunteer their time with Richmond
Multicultural Community Services with whom we have an ongoing
arrangement.

Program)Statistics:)
)
Program)Participants)
6/session)
Sessions/Year)
3))
Facilitators)
Sarah)Ross)
Laurie)McEwan)
Volunteer)Facilitator))
Deborah)Turner)

!

We continue to offer classes in Computer Skills, English Writing, Communication
and Job Search Skills which attract candidates from all parts of the world. The mix of the large variety of ethnic
groups makes for an enriching learning environment where women can make friends and share information
about their different cultural backgrounds.
Although I keep threatening to retire, I have agreed to continue facilitating this Program for the foreseeable
future, and will soon be entering into my ninth year in this position which gives me a great deal of personal
satisfaction.
Sarah Ross
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French-Speaking-Women’s-Support-GroupThe program support group of the Richmond Women’s Centre meets
every Wednesday morning from 10am until 12pm at the Food Court at
Richmond Centre Mall. They also joined the monthly dinner of the
Association Francophone of Richmond.
This year we took part in the trip to Victoria with “Angels are
there for you”. We also took part in their Christmas party.
We held a workshop on painting on glass. At our weekly
meetings, we exchange information on the coming events of the
Francophonie and the community at large.
Marielle Demorest

17!
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Program)Statistics:)
)
Program)Attendance)
273)
Sessions)per)month))
4)
Facilitator)
Marielle)Demorest)
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Movie-NightRWRC’s free Movie Night program has continued to run over the last
number of years, with a core group of dedicated feminists returning
each month to bond over the films, as well as over personal news and
experiences.
In the last year, we screened ten documentary and fictional films
covering a range of issues facing girls and women, such as “Two
Days, One Night,” “Eve and the Fire Horse,” and “Divine Secrets
of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood.”

Program)Statistics:)
)
Program)Attendance))
89)
Sessions/Month)
1)
Volunteer)Facilitator)
Clare)Yow)

Whether on the state of feminism in Canada, colourism, and
caregiver pressures, or reconciling the horrors of gendered and nuclear
violence, our group found the stories were a mix of heartbreaking,
heartwarming and at times, humourous. The films are an escape from our daily
lives, but also a reality check that women continue to face unspeakable conditions worldwide.

The donations kindly received go back towards providing treats and supplies for our events, with dinner catering
offered when kicking off a new year of films in September or celebrating the winter holidays.
Moving forward, the hope and goal is to continue showing stimulating movies while aiming to bring in new
attendees.
A big thank you to everyone who has attended our screenings, contributes to the thoughtful discussions, and
helps with making the running of the event as easy as possible!
Clare Yow
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Bread-and-Roses-Book-ClubRWRC’s Book Club met in Room 110 in Oct., Dec., Feb. and Apr.
Six to eight of us gathered to discuss plot, style and the issues
presented and how some of them related to our own lives. Kathy
Kent made the selections from the Richmond Library’s book clubavailable sets.
Oct. 2015 The Dove Keepers by Alice Hoffman.
The lives of three women and the Masada community in Israel in
Roman times.
Dec. 2015 Republic of Love by Carol Shields.
Will an academic woman find happiness with a “media mouthpiece”
man?

Program Statistics:
Program Attendance
33
Sessions/Month
1
Facilitator
Kathy Kent

Feb. 2016 Wherever Grace is Needed by Elizabeth Bass.
Grace comes home to look after her professor father as his memory begins to fail and discovers many things
about her father, brothers and neighbours – and herself.
Apr. 2016 The Underpainter by Jane Urquhart.
An artist looks back at his life, his loves, his lack of it and what good and bad influences he has had on those
around him. Was he obscuring himself and those he associated with even more in his art? Was his art an escape
from his own faults?
Thanks to all those who participated. Hope you enjoyed the “reads”, the discussions and the sharing of views
and experiences.
Kathy Kent
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Remember-Our-Sisters-Everywhere-Thank you for embracing Remember Our Sisters Everywhere and assisting ROSE to survive and thrive. After
serving on the Board of Directors for 4 ½ years, I can see that the RWRC is now on solid footing. It is time to
focus on the next significant project for ROSE, a new violence prevention effort called “Women’s Stories of
Resistance to Violence”. There is no funding yet, so that will be a next step. A glimpse of the project will be
shown at the AGM.
Research
To keep ROSE relevant it takes constant research to update news, events, and subject forums, while continuing
to seek out new memorials to add to the Map of Women’s Memorials. On Facebook I belong to many groups,
or channels, to receive posts from a wide variety of women’s groups and individuals. On Google News I
programmed my search parameters to include topics such as “women protest”, “girl escapes”, “women escapes”,
and “idle no more”. I scroll through to see what’s happening, then select what strikes me as belonging on ROSE.
In the struggle to end violence against women I especially look to strengthen existing efforts and to stay alert for
new developments.
Events
Posting Events is challenging because they’re harder to find and there are far too many to keep track. This year
I’m putting up markers of major days when events are organized across Canada, or throughout the world, to
highlight focused periods in the efforts to end violence against women.
Game changers
One of the biggest game changers in the world right now is the Nordic Model approach to prostitution, which
criminalizes the men who purchase sex and assists girls and women to exit prostitution. So far Canada has
adapted its own form of this approach, and hopefully the newly elected federal government will continue to
develop this approach to become ever more effective. Another game changer is the recognition of the
effectiveness of comprehensive women’s self-defense courses as designed and given by women’s self-defense
instructors such as Wenlido and Wendo, it is about time. Other research is also recognizing that grassroots
women’s groups are very effective in creating positive social change for women and reducing violence against
women.
The “Peace Statue”
The organizing Committee attempting to bring a Peace Statue to the lower mainland has put out a call for
assistance. This is a sculpture of a seated young woman with an empty chair beside her, created in response to
the injustices and torture of girls and women in war, in this case the “Comfort Women” of South Korea who
kidnapped into sexual slavery by the Japanese Imperial Army in WW2.
The violence is ongoing
Violence against women is increasing in areas around the world. Recently, Gloria Steinem has said that for the
first time in history women make up less than half the world’s population. If you can find a way to join in and
help turn the tide, you efforts would be very meaningful. The time is now.
Chris McDowell
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PROGRAM STATISTICS: APRIL 2015-MARCH 2016
Total use of services and program attendance: 7,459
Emails: 524
Phone calls: 904
Drop-ins: 1702
Program attendance: 4329

Book!Club!
33!

Special!Events!
512!

Informa\on!
Computer!
&!Referral! Internet!Access!
279!
186!

workshops!
134!

Movie!Night!
94!

Oﬃce!use!
726!

English!Conversa\on!
970!

Richmond!Shares!
1391!

English!Wri\ng!
607!

Work!Experience!
589!

Hot!Ink!
78!

Volunteer!Program!
173!
Single!Mother!
Support!
Group!
102!

Peer!
Support!
18!

Grandmother’s!
Support!Group!
Income!Tax!
273!
Assistance!
186!
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Computer!Training!
440!

French!Speaking!
Support!Group!
274!
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VOLUNTEER HOURS: APRIL 2015-MARCH 2016
Total Hours: 2310.60 hours

Movie!Night!&!Book!
Club!
69.5!

ROSE!
360!
Richmond!Shares!
80.25!

Special!Events!
10!

English!Wri\ng!
32!
Board!!
937.3!

Work!Experience!
349.25!

French!
Speaking!
216!
Income!Tax!
22!
workshops!
40!
English!Conversa\on!
97.5!

Oﬃce!Support!
102.55!
Computer!
75.25!

Thank You! Volunteers
During 2015-2016 fiscal year, we had the privilege of working with over 34 amazing volunteers. They have
added a vibrant and diverse atmosphere to the Richmond Women’s Resource Centre. We would like to thank
each and every one of them personally for their enthusiasm and support of the women in our community.
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COMMUNITY EVENTS
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